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Abstract

This paper describes the design and implementation of a set of tools, called MobileChannel, for use with the Isis system. A simple scheme to support user mobility—switching a control point between replicated servers—provides a uniform mechanism to handle both client migrations and server failures. The hand-off mechanism is simplified by integrating a FIFO channel implementation into the server replication mechanism. Our scheme provides a simple abstraction of migration, practically eliminates hand-off protocols, provides fault-tolerance and is implemented within the existing group communication mechanisms of Isis.

1 Introduction

This paper examines group communication as an infrastructure to support mobility of users. Group communication systems offer primitives in support of distributed groups of cooperating processes. Their technologies are based on multicasting and membership service [1, 3, 7, 10, 13]. Though group communication has been studied mainly for fault-tolerance, experience has demonstrated the approach can considerably simplify any distributed program which needs coordination among multiple processes.

Group communication is also intrinsically appealing for handling mobility. In group communication, multicast messages are sent to abstract groups and senders do not need to know about the other members of the group. Dynamic group membership management allows one to dynamically join or leave groups. Hence, one can leave a group, then move to another place, re-join the same group and continue working with the other members. In this sense, group communication already provides location independence and is able to adapt to a dynamically reconfiguring network topology. In addition, reliable ordered multicasting—
all group members observe the same set of messages in a guaranteed order—simplifies synchronizing multiple processes or coordinating cooperative actions for handling mobility of users. Moreover, fault-tolerance—a system can continue to work in the presence of failures—is part of the group communication design and is also essential to everyday use of mobile devices.

Prior work related to host mobility has focused on schemes to implement transparent mobile support in the network layer [12, 21]. Some of them address multicasting as an effective way to improve performance and reduce the cost [1, 12, 13]. On the other hand, hand-off schemes and protocols from a higher level layer are presented in [2] by means of multicasting to a group of mobile hosts. However, these approaches require complicated protocols for hand-offs, and fault-tolerance is not often addressed.

An important benefit of group communication resides in its ability to support consistent replica, a feature that can also be useful for handling mobility of users. This paper presents a simple scheme to support user mobility, which is based on an abstraction of replicated servers provided by group communication. In our scheme, hand-off is realized by switching a control point between replicated servers. The hand-off mechanism is simplified by integrating a FIFO channel implementation into the server replication mechanism. Our scheme provides a simple abstraction of migration, practically eliminates hand-off protocols and hand-off time, provides fault-tolerance and is implemented within the existing group communication mechanism.

To demonstrate our approach, we have developed a system called MobileChannel. Our goal is to identify and implement a suitable tool to support building mobile services and to integrate those services into the existing distributed environments based on group communication.

2 Design of the MobileChannel tool

In this section, we present the design of MobileChannel. The MobileChannel tool provides continuous services to mobile clients and tolerate failures of servers. Services are available as long as one of the servers survives. For geographically-defined wireless cells, physi-
cal layout should provide fault-tolerance by means of overlapping cells or backup stations so that a client can reach the service as long as one of the reachable servers survives. MobileChannel provides a reliable but cheap communication means for mobile clients. A communication channel looks like a one-to-many channel carrying Isis messages.

2.1 System Model

Figure 1 shows our system model which consists of two distinct sets of computers: static servers and mobile clients. A group of servers provide services to mobile clients. Servers act as a proxy for a mobile client. Mobile clients talk to these servers usually through a wireless link. The wireless network is organized by geographically-defined cells. Mobile clients can cross the cell boundaries maintaining communication connectivity (hand-off). The static network and wireless network are connected by gateway servers, called Mobile Support Stations (MSS). A MSS serves as an access point of mobile clients.

We assume that a mobile client has a less powerful CPU with the constraints on power consumption, and the wireless link has lower bandwidth.

In our system, only servers require the group communication capability. If mobile clients could have the group communication capability, things would be much easier. We, however, assume that the group communication mechanism is too much for most mobile clients with the current technology. Thus, our design shifts the workload to servers and makes clients light-weight. Still, we found that a hand-off mechanism requires the properties well known to the group communication community such as atomicity, ordering and failure handling.

Our group communication platform is the Isis system. Isis is a toolkit for building applications consisting of cooperating processes in a distributed system [4, 5, 6, 7]. Group management and group communication are two basic building blocks provided by Isis.

2.2 Replication Model


The primary-backup approach is a centralized mechanism in which a client makes a request by sending a message only to the primary server. If the primary fails then a failover occurs and one of the backup servers takes over.

On the other hand, the state machine approach has no centralized control where a client makes a request by multicasting to all servers. According to the request, all servers change their states identically in lock step. A server failure is invisible to clients and does not introduce any response delay.

MobileChannel implements the primary-backup approach on top of the state machine approach. A mobile client talks only to a primary but the primary forwards incoming messages to the backups in order to provide an illusion that the mobile client has a multicast capability. From the programmer’s point of view, mobile clients see a single reliable server, and migrations or primary failures are not noticeable. Server-side programming is based on the state machine approach similar to the Isis model and the primary-backup mechanism is hidden in MobileChannel.

2.3 Migration as an Intentional Primary Switch

The most unique feature of MobileChannel is that migrations of mobile clients are handled as an intentional primary switch. In the primary-backup approach, a primary switch usually occurs only at a primary failure. This same mechanism, however, can be used for a migration control in order to move the
primary to a nearby backup. Especially in a cellular wireless network, this mechanism allows the system to place the primary within a desired communication range. In short, the primary status can be handed over from one server to another to geographically follow the user. In the primary-backup approach, backups are designed to take over primary at any time in case of a primary failure; there is no timing constraints. Thus, the design allows one to trigger an intentional primary switch at any time; the only difference is that the primary switch is triggered not by a primary failure but by a migration of a mobile client. Figure 2 shows a primary switch from a server S2 to another server S4. This approach provides a simple uniform abstraction to handle both client migrations and server failures.

2.4 Sliding-Window Replication

Our scheme simplifies the hand-off procedure yet achieves high performance by replicating the server states at the sliding-window level. MobileChannel implements a sliding-window protocol for communication between a mobile client and servers. The sliding-window state on the server side is replicated using the group communication mechanism. A sliding-window protocol is used to implement a FIFO channel and to control message flow in a communication channel. The protocol can make full use of network bandwidth if carefully tuned, which is important especially for wireless communication media because of their relatively low bandwidth.

Replication at the sliding-window level eliminates the problem of handshaking and buffering that are sources of the difficulties of hand-off protocols [2, 15]. In general, hand-off procedures require handshaking among three parties: a new server, an old server, and a mobile client. When multiple processes need to synchronize, a handshake of two processes introduces a handshake time, and thus, buffering is necessary for messages from the other process during this period. Our scheme, however, does not need explicit handshaking at all but handshaking is automatically achieved by the underlying structures.

A handshake between servers can be achieved in the Isis virtual synchrony model [7] for the following reasons. Virtual synchrony is an illusion that every event happens synchronously in a distributed system. Events such as receiving messages are synchronous in terms of logical time [16], though each process receives a same message at a different physical time. Virtual synchrony can be used to synchronize multiple processes and to release programmers from problems of handshaking and buffering. MobileChannel converts messages from mobile clients, generated outside Isis, to virtually synchronous Isis events by forwarding messages from the primary to all servers. Thus, all servers observe the same set of incoming messages in the same order, which allows servers to act as a replicated state machine. When a hand-off of a mobile client is requested by a multicast, all servers can take appropriate actions without any handshaking. The need for a handshake between servers can thus be eliminated by exploiting virtual synchrony.

A handshake between a mobile client and servers is confined to a low-level transport mechanism. Prior hand-off protocols assume a FIFO channel between a server and a client [2, 15]. However, the problem of a FIFO channel is that a hand-off procedure needs to flush and terminate the old connection and then establish a new connection. These two procedures require handshaking between both ends and introduce delays and buffering. Furthermore, a channel takeover of a FIFO channel is difficult to make fault-tolerant—if a server fails, another server should take over the channel. Because a FIFO channel does not provide a way to know the state of the channel or the state of the other party, additional protocols are necessary to restore the consistent states if a failure occurs. A server failure in the middle of a hand-off procedure will further complicate protocols.

However, if a lower level transport mechanism is replicated, such as the packet level, the communication state can be replicated on a per packet basis. If a new primary knows the packets last transferred and acknowledged, the new primary can take over and continue communication without any handshaking. Moreover, protocols of this level already assume that packets may get lost or duplicated so that the protocol is inherently robust to packet loss, duplicates or timing delays, which might be introduced by a takeover. Thus, no special protocol is necessary for a hand-off, and explicit handshaking between a mobile client and servers can be eliminated.

2.5 Scalability

An additional mechanism is necessary to scale the MobileChannel system. Obviously, the flat structure of replicating the user states everywhere does not scale much.

One way to scale up the system is to utilize the dynamic membership and hierarchical group structures. When a service needs to be available to hundreds of mobile users at tens of sites, it is desirable to replicate the service at each site but replicate the state of a client only at a small subset of sites. Such a group
will be structured in the way that the group of the service, which consists of the whole sites, has subgroups; each subgroup corresponding to a mobile user. Each user subgroup consists of neighbor sites of the current location of the user. Dynamic group membership can support user mobility. The idea is that a subgroup moves along a user as a flock. As a user travels, new sites located in the direction of travel join the subgroup. Then, the member sites located behind the user leave the subgroup in order to keep the subgroup size (shown in Figure 3).

When a disconnected user establishes a new connection at a remote site from the previous location, a new subgroup sprouts at the new location, and then, the old subgroup vanishes.

These group management is easily done by keeping track of the user location.

To scale the system up to thousands or millions of sites, further hierarchy would be necessary. Though the current group communication infrastructures do not scale up to this level, research efforts into this question is underway [11].

3 Implementation

MobileChannel is implemented as libraries. The channel mechanism assumes a datagram service under-neath and currently uses UDP. The server library requires Isis that runs on most Unix-based platforms. The client library runs on the X Window Toolkit or Microsoft Windows as well as the console mode. The client library consumes 70K bytes and the Isis message library consumes another 60K bytes on Microsoft Windows. Note that in MobileChannel, the Isis library available to the client is a very limited one, with only the functionality related to message handling.

The current development environment consists of Sun SPARCstation and subnote PCs. The subnote PCs are equipped with NCR WaveLAN PCMCIA wireless Ethernet cards and connected to the Ethernet via a bridge. However, we do not have a device to locate mobile clients nor a wireless device capable of cell hand-off so that migrations are triggered by an emulator and the wireless clients remain physically in a single cell.

3.1 Mobile Client Management

In our model, a migration is equivalent to a primary switch. If a client has an active channel at a migration, a hand-off takes place. A hand-off is a primary switch with an active channel; the channel is dynamically switched to the new primary. If a client does not have an active channel at a migration, a primary switch takes place without a channel switch. When a disconnected client establishes a new connection at a different site, a primary switch with a new channel takes place. A failover is also handled as a migration.

When a primary server fails, one of the backups is elected as the new primary. Depending on the channel state at the failure, the primary switch can be with or without a channel switch.

To manage clients, each server maintains a consistent (identical) state list of mobile clients called mobile view. When a client establishes a connection for the first time, a new entry for the client is created and the channel is attached to this entry. When a client disconnects from the system, the channel is closed and detached from the entry but the entry remains in the list to allow the server to act on behalf of the disconnected client. When a migration occurs, the corresponding entry is updated.

Migration can be triggered by requesting a migration to a current primary; the easiest way is multicasting a request to the server group. Upon receiving a migration request, the primary multicasts a primary switch command to the group. When the new primary receives this primary switch command, it takes over the primary status. By virtue of Isis virtual synchrony, all the servers observe the command in the same order with regard to other messages. As a result, a mobile client has a single primary at one "virtual synchrony" time.

Note that a migration is informed by a single multicast message to all servers. This means that a migration looks like an atomic (indivisible) action to the observers. This atomicity makes it easy to write a fault-tolerant program since there is no need to keep intermediate states and restore them for a failure recovery. More details are discussed in Section 3.2.

Also note that a primary switch command creates a causal chain[16] from a previous primary to a new primary. This guarantees the order of forwarded messages to the backups at a hand-off.

The migration decision mechanism—which decides which server should take over which client—is outside the system. A decision is made by the location information of a mobile client, usually by detecting the signal level. The decision mechanism varies from system to system. For example, decisions can be made by a current primary or a new primary, or by a client.

3.2 Channel Mechanism

The channel mechanism provides an abstraction of a communication channel which acts like a reliable one-to-many FIFO channel. The mechanism is based on a point-to-point sliding-window protocol. One-to-many connection is realized by replicating the sliding-window state of the primary to the backups.

When a server joins a group, the entire sliding-window state including buffered messages is transferred to this server by means of the Isis state transfer mechanism.

When the primary receives a message from a mobile client, the primary forwards this incoming message to the backups by a totally-ordered multicast. Thus, all servers see the same set of incoming messages in the same order and the input window state of each server is kept identical. According to an incoming message, all servers take identical deterministic actions as a state machine. Hence, the output window state of each server is also kept identical. When the servers send a message to a mobile client, all the servers put the message in their own output buffer but only the primary actually sends out the message. Each channel

1 All trademarks appearing in this paper are recognized registered trademarks of their respective companies.
entry on the server side has a flag which shows if the server is primary or not. The low-level output routine checks this flag and sends the message only when the flag is set. The client management layer is responsible to maintain at most one primary per client at one time.

Outgoing messages in the output buffer of each server are discarded when the corresponding acknowledgment is forwarded from the primary. Those delayed acknowledgments are piggybacked in incoming messages.

To keep the output windows consistent, it is essential that all servers take identical actions. For a same set of incoming messages, a deterministic action suffices. Two other event sources should be mentioned which may affect deterministic actions. One is a timer. A timer produces events local to the machine and the sliding-window protocol requires timeouts for delayed acknowledgments and retransmission. However, sending these packets does not change the window state, and thus, does not affect the window state consistency. The other source is scheduling; even when a server’s action blocks, ordering of actions should not be changed at all servers. Nevertheless, the Isis scheduler employs a strict FIFO order scheduling, and unblocking is triggered only by ordered events. As a result, blocked actions resume in the same order at all servers and the scheduling does not affect the window state consistency either.

The connection establishment is based on the TCP model that is defined as a finite state machine [18]. The connection establishment and termination mechanisms are the same as TCP. To support a channel switch between servers, a special flag “SWITCH” is defined in a packet header. Figure 4 shows the primary switch mechanism. When a primary receives a migration request, it clears the primary flag and then multicasts a primary switch command to the server group specifying a new primary. Upon receiving this command, one of the backups recognizes itself as the new primary and sets the primary flag in the channel entry then sends a SWITCH segment to the client specifying the address and port number of the new primary. Upon receiving this SWITCH segment, the client updates the address and port number of the peer. The acknowledgment of the SWITCH segment is processed in the same manner as ordinary packets.

Note that the main part of the channel switch procedure is executed by the new primary so that this mechanism works even in case of a failover. In the Isis virtual synchrony model, a failure report is totally ordered so that the backups can locally update their mobile view and select a new primary by some deterministic rule at a failure report. In short, a failure report works instead of the primary switch command in Figure 4. This atomic takeover mechanism makes it possible to deal with cascaded failures.

In a channel switch procedure, the sliding-window states, including sequence numbers and buffered messages, of both ends are not re-initialized and remain intact. Thus, both ends can continue communication from the same state just before the channel switch. The only difference is the primary flag on the previous and current primaries and the peer address on the client. Though the clients have their permanent addresses in the prototype, a slight modification will allow us to switch addresses or frequency bands.

There is a small timing gap between clearing the primary flag at the current primary and setting the flag at the new primary, where no server has a primary flag set. Packet loss or duplicates may occur during this period, but the quick switching mechanism narrows the possibility and errors are suppressed by the sliding-window mechanism.

There is a restriction with regard to the state transfer of the sliding-window: no thread should be waiting to write to the channel at a state transfer. The state transfer sends out the sliding-window state but cannot send the states of blocked threads. To avoid this situation, MobileChannel inhibits joining a group while some thread is blocked. A joining server will be blocked during this period.

3.3 Communication Mechanism

A typical MobileChannel application keeps a consistent application state on servers as a state machine. For those applications in which clients too need to share the application state, the state can be transferred at a connection time. In this sense, connecting to a server in MobileChannel is similar to joining a group in Isis.

Although the channel layer provides a reliable channel, MobileChannel also provides a simplified interface: the RPC style and the diffusion style of communication. In the RPC style, clients interact with servers in a request/reply style. In the diffusion style communication, servers multicast messages to the full set of clients. Clients are passive and simply receive messages. These two types of communication styles are common for many applications and most applications will use a mixture of the above two styles. For example, a trading system will use the diffusion style to disseminate stock quotes and the RPC style to make stock transactions.

The two styles behave differently when the output buffer is full. Mobile clients tend to be temporarily
unreachable because of power-saving or obstacles on the wireless link, which often leads to filling up the buffers. In the sliding-window mechanism, a send operation blocks when the output buffer is full until a slot becomes available. However, the diffusion style needs a special data flow control. Since messages are usually generated unrelated to the states of clients, data flow does not stop even when a client is temporarily unreachable. As a result, it is possible that blocked write operations pile up during this period. Though applications can specify the output buffer size according to their needs, dynamic message traffic and unreachable duration are unpredictable. In addition, a blocked send operation prevents a new server from joining the group as discussed in Section 3.2. To avoid this situation, the diffusion mechanism implements the following scheme: when the output buffer is full, a diffusion send just discards the message and marks the message overflow, and when a slot becomes available, the system notifies the application about the overflow. It is application’s responsibility to take an appropriate action. For those applications in which clients require the consistent state, the state can be reinitialized by transferring the latest state from the primary as done at a new connection. Even when diffusion messages are being discarded, however, RPC replies are never lost. An alternative approach is to implement an infinite backlog as Isis News does [5]. This scheme, however, may cause an unfavorable flood of messages when the communication is restored.

The design of MobileChannel assumes applications for operational clients. MobileChannel does not directly support the delivery guarantee—everyone receives a message even when it is disconnected for a long time. If an application requires such a guarantee, it can use the Isis News facility that implements publish/subscribe schemes by means of virtually infinite backlogs.

We have built demo applications with a graphical user interface. The “reserve” application implements a train ticket reservation system and uses the diffusion style communication to monitor the reservation status and the RPC style to make reservations. The “grid” application presents consistent distributed grids and can be used to indicate the system performance.

3.4 Consistency Issues

Although migrations and failovers are handled in the same abstraction, their requirements of consistency are different in terms of the message delivery model. The failover mechanism requires a stronger property of delivery atomicity—known as uniformity [1, 4, 17]—than the migration mechanism. Hence, MobileChannel provides two different forwarding methods: the non-uniform forwarding and the uniform forwarding.

Isis guarantees only that if a correct process $p$ delivers a message $m$, then all correct processes eventually deliver $m$. On the other hand, the uniform delivery holds if a process (whether correct or faulty) delivers a message $m$, then all correct processes eventually deliver $m$.

Accordingly, Isis does not guarantee actions done by a failed process and it is possible that even if a primary $p$ accepts and delivers a message $m$, the failure of $p$ could lead to a situation in which $m$ is not delivered to the other servers [6].

This design allows Isis to take advantage of an asynchronous delivery mechanism to achieve high performance while the uniform delivery requires to wait for acknowledgments from the others before delivering the message, the non-uniform delivery can be made without blocking.

At a failover, however, the following scenario could happen. A client requests an update and its primary forwards the request but all the forwarded messages are lost. Then the primary does update locally and reports the successful update to the client but fails before no other backups receive the original update request. When the new primary takes over the client, the new primary does not know about the previous successful update.

In practice, the possibility of the non-uniform delivery is quite small. The problem arises only when a primary fails at some very critical condition and timing. Because there is a trade-off between performance and consistency, MobileChannel offers both methods and the user can specify which protocol to use on a per-message basis.

The non-uniform forwarding is a direct implementation by the Isis totally ordered multicast primitive (aka. ABCAST). On the other hand, there are several ways to implement the uniform delivery on top of Isis, though it would perform better if implemented inside Isis. MobileChannel implements the two-phase protocol that satisfies the uniformity property. The protocol works in the following way. A primary forwards an incoming message by an ABCAST but marks it undeliverable. At receiving this first phase message, the backups keep the message in their pending queue and reply to the primary. Subsequent messages are also added to the pending queue and not delivered until the precedent two-phase messages are delivered. After sending the first phase message, the primary waits for replies from the majority of the group and then, sends the second phase message by ABCAST indicating that the previous message can be delivered.

If the primary fails in the middle of the two-phase protocol, the backups can safely deliver the pending messages from the failed primary relying on the Isis delivery atomicity and failure report properties. The first-phase ABCAST guarantees the delivery is delayed until the majority of the group have a copy and the message is delivered to all members in the total order. The second-phase ABCAST guarantees the delivery timing with regard to other events.

4 Performance

One might be concerned about performance degradation due to replication, but our experience suggests that replication need not be costly.

Although Isis is a complex system, its communication primitives are well-engineered and optimized to typical communication patterns. The throughput of the current Isis multicast with a small group is comparable to TCP [7, 8]. The cost of joining a small
group is several tens of milliseconds.

Moreover, we assume wireless links are slower than the static network and/or a mobile client has a less powerful CPU than a server. If this is the case, it is reasonable to shift the workload to the servers and the overhead of replication will have a reduced impact on performance.

Our prototype system shows encouraging results; the increase of message traffic due to the sliding-window replication is surprisingly small, though performance ultimately depends on communication structures of applications.

One reason is that MobileChannel supports a "diffusion" style communication that can reduce the read traffic from clients. For typical event-driven applications, most messages are event notifications that can be supported by the diffusion style instead of the RPC style. Since only incoming messages from clients are multicasted, the diffusion style is useful to reduce the traffic for replication.

When compared with other replication models, the overhead of replicating the sliding-window is almost negligible for typical applications. Again, the diffusion style support will lower the read ratio in the traffic. If we anyhow need data replication for fault-tolerance, it is necessary to multicast write operations even without the sliding-window replication. Another increase of the traffic comes from ack packets. The mechanism of delaying and piggybacking acknowledgments in the sliding-window protocol works well under heavy traffic so that ack packets are much fewer than data packets. In addition, ack packets can be forwarded by cheaper causally ordered multicast because the window state is local to the client and ack packets do not interfere with shared resources.

Another possible concern would be the state transfer of the sliding-window at joining a group. The entire window state including the buffered messages is transferred at the state transfer. Nevertheless, the sliding-window normally holds zero or less than a few messages, and Isis tries to pack multiple messages into one for efficiency. As a whole the increase of message traffic is relatively small.

The throughput of the prototype was measured with Sun SPARCstation 1 on an ordinarily loaded 10Mbps Ethernet using the non-uniform protocol. The current uniform two-phase protocol is about three times slower than the non-uniform case. The data in parentheses were measured with the sutable PC clients via the 2Mbps wireless network. The wireless case is about twice slower than the static case due to the lower bandwidth, the presence of the bridge, the difference of byte order and the slower CPU. Because the bandwidth of the wireless network is 1/5 of that of the static network, the bridge cannot forward all messages to the wireless network, and thus, frequent packet loss was observed under heavy traffic. The server machines run Isis v3.1 but hardware multicast was not used.

Table 1 presents the channel throughput in which one-way messages are continuously sent from a server to a client. Table 2 presents performance of the RPC style communication in which a request message from a client is forwarded to replicated servers and then the client waits for a null reply from the primary. The cost of the RPC case is governed by the cost of Isis multicast that grows roughly linearly with the size of the group when used without hardware multicast [6, 8], hence experiments with the recently introduced LP multicast feature of Isis are clearly needed. The throughput includes creation/deletion of Isis style messages that support marshalling/unmarshalling complex data structures.

The estimated hand-off time is typically less than 20 ms. The hand-off time can be defined as the time between receiving a migration request at an old primary and switching the primary at the client. One Isis ABCAST message for a primary switch command and one channel message for a channel switch segment are required. ABCAST typically costs less than 10 ms for four servers and a channel switch segment typically costs less than 5 ms. If a packet loss occurs during this period, it is handled by the retransmission mechanism of the sliding-window so that the impact is same as an ordinary packet loss.

Although the prototype has limited capabilities, we believe that the overall performance of the prototype is acceptable to most applications and, at least, appealing to some class of applications given that the system provides a fault-tolerant mechanism and the hand-off time is excellent.

5 Conclusion

We presented a mobile support facility, MobileChannel, for the Isis system. MobileChannel is an example how group communication can be used in support of small hand-held devices. MobileChannel employs a unique scheme of a combination of replication and intentional primary switch to support mobility of users. This scheme provides a simple abstraction of migration, practically eliminates handoff protocols and yet provides fault-tolerance. The scheme fits well into the current-static network environment and programming model, and is easily built on the current technologies.

Looking into the future, the issues on performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user data size [bytes]</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>throughput [msgs/sec]</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(220)</td>
<td>(204)</td>
<td>(127)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Channel Throughput

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user data size [bytes]</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 server</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 replicated servers</td>
<td>(56)</td>
<td>(58)</td>
<td>(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 replicated servers</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(54)</td>
<td>(53)</td>
<td>(37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: RPC Throughput
and scalability will be able to benefit from efforts of the group communication community. Our experience suggests that server replication will be a simple but powerful abstraction in mobile computing for development of robust and sophisticated applications.
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